
GOODS

Let these backdrops and props 
enhance your storytelling.

Props and drops

ROUNDUP BY  ROBYN L .  POLLMAN

Props and backdrops have come a long
way. Cheesy has been replaced by charm,
character and vitality. Take a look at
these well crafted enhancements. 

OFFERED BY: BAD SASS BACKDROPS

Bad Sass Backdrops sells two or three backdrops in one with the Split and Tri

Split formats. Bad Sass Backdrops will soon release canvas and wrinkle-

resistant fabric backdrops up to 8 feet wide. Use code PPA40 to get 40

percent off the regular price. PRICE: Split designs start at $222.

badsassbackdrops.com

OFFERED BY: WHCC

WHCC offers backdrops and floors made with the latest printing

technologies at economical prices. Perfect accents for seniors,

families and children. Backdrops and floors ship two to three days

after purchase. PRICE: Backdrops start at $175; floors start at $250.

whcc.com

OFFERED BY: DENNY MANUFACTURING

Denny Manufacturing helps you present a polished look in or out of

studio with wrinkle-free backdrops, printed baseboards, versatile props,

and roll-up flooring. The Miss Havisham series has a distressed wallpaper

indoor backdrop, available with wainscot and baseboard selections. PRICE:

Miss Havisham series starts at $195; Fleur De Lis Bench Prop starting at

$52; Ancient Pedestal Columns $199. dennymfg.com
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OFFERED BY: CUSTOM PHOTO PROPS

Custom Photo Props are fun and adorable additions

to any baby or child session. Snuggle newborns in

faux fur and dress up infants and toddlers as

dapper little gents with fedoras and neckties.

PRICE: Ties $17.75; fedoras $25 and up; faux fur

props $23 and up. customphotoprops.com

OFFERED BY: DROP IT MODERN

Drop it Modern has a new cutting-edge design named Spangled, a gorgeous backdrop

covered in gold sequins. Easy to hang in the studio or take on location. And check out the

company’s new Lightweight line. PRICE: Starts at $167. dropitmodern.com
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OFFERED BY: PHOTO PIE

Photo Pie takes your studio on location with realistic 3D scenes,

patterns and more, where you control the lighting conditions.

Choose from more than 500 stock images or your own custom

image, and have it printed on one of three cloth fabrics. PRICE:

Starts at $55. photopie.com
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OFFERED BY: DESIGN REVOLUTION

Design Revolution offers a multitude of props and

backdrops to make every session anything but

ordinary. Several props are grouped with backdrops and

flooring for a full set straight out of the box. PRICE:

Large selection of backgrounds for $125; studio sets

start at $150. designrevolutiononline.com

OFFERED BY: STREETSCAPES

Place your subject in a soulful HDR digital background.

Streetscapes has over 150 carefully selected, sports, urban

and eclectic images that are perfect for senior and sports

photographers. PRICE: Starts at $350.

photoarttextures.com

OFFERED BY: BARBOUR BACKDROPS

Three new products from Barbour Backdrops will 

take your portraits from here-and-now to wow! 

The drawer prop system gives you multiple looks 

from one unit; finish the look with Barbour’s Shabby

Barnwood Floor and lightweight ink-printed drops.

PRICE: Vintage Posing Drawer $225. barbourbackdrops.com

OFFERED BY: BACKGROUNDS BY MAHEU

Backgrounds by Maheu is the leader in custom painted canvas and muslin

backgrounds. Maheu now offers the wrinkle–free, washable Artisan Cloth,

made for photographers who prefer a lightweight backdrop. Rentals available.

PRICE: Varies. backgroundsbymaheu.com 

Read more from Robyn L. Pollman at paperieboutique.com and
buttonsandbowsphotography.com.
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